AirPennNet-Guest Conference Code Instructions

Please select the AirPennNet-Guest option under your available wireless connections:

You will then be prompted to open your web browser. Once you do you will be directed to the page depicted below. Please select the “Guest Conference Code Registration” option:

Once you click on that link you will be taken to a “Guest Conference Code Registration Form”. Please fill it out accordingly. The verification link for your temporary AirPennNet-Guest access will be sent to the email that you list.
Please enter the provided conference code in the last box along with the “C-“ at the beginning of the code. Click on “CONTINUE” when you are done:

You will be shown this prompt after you complete the registration. Please reboot your device and use the 15-minute internet access to sign on to your email follow the instructions there:
You may briefly get a “limited access” signal where your wireless connection is located. Give it a minute or two and your fifteen minute period will begin and you will be fully connected:

The link you need to click on will appear in an email similar to this:

You have successfully used your conference code and have been granted temporary access to Penn’s AirPennNet-Guest network for 15 minutes.

In order to have full access until the conference ends, you need to use your browser to connect to the following site:

https://airpennnet-guest.pennkey.upenn.edu/cgi-bin/ncis/configaccess.cgi?X=G-HEZCFFH5

Afterwards you can access the network while on campus by selecting AirPennNet-Guest from the list of available wireless networks.

If your stay at the University of Pennsylvania is more than one week, or requires more than one week’s access to AirPennNet-Guest, it is highly recommended that you work with your Penn sponsor to obtain a Guest Pennkey and password for the duration of your stay with us.

After clicking on the provided link you will directed to a confirmation page:

You will then have wireless access via “AirPennNet-Guest” for the remainder of your registered time.

NOTE: As a reminder, guests are bound to the terms of the University Acceptable Network Usage Policy:

https://airpennnet-guest.pennkey.upenn.edu/docs/aup.html